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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

5 Trends We WANT to See in 2020 

 

By Nicholas West 

In an earlier issue of Counter Markets I discussed the importance           
of creating our own trends. The daily news cycle can lull us into a              
constant reactionary state where we find ourselves devoting a lot          
of time and energy to arguing, refuting, fact checking, crying “fake           
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news” and generally expressing outrage over the state of the          
world.  

To be sure, it’s valuable to pay attention and try to read the tea              
leaves as best we are able in order to discover the trends taking             
shape and position ourselves to become more prosperous and         
more free as we navigate the choppy waters. I sincerely hope that            
I’ve done my part over the past 30+ issues to offer accurate and             
actionable information to help you do that.  

Many end-of-the-year lists contain prognostications for the coming        
one. The previous issue of Counter Markets, in fact, featured an           
article from Jeff Paul which exemplified an outstanding        
multi-faceted guide to cryptocurrency investing for 2020 based on         
deep analysis and astute observation.  

This month, we thought we would offer something a bit different           
and examine some trends that might not actually manifest based          
on current conditions, but do hold seeds that could very well bear            
fruit if we continue dedicating ourselves to their nourishment.  

Here is what we would like to see develop in 2020…. 
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Debating what we are FOR instead of what (or who) we are            
AGAINST – I will begin with a couple of points that focus first on              
the mindset which can help us better achieve the specific actions           
and results of all that follows.  

Even people who claim to be politically disinterested can be prone           
to engaging in the same ad hominem attacks we see in           
mainstream media, myself included. The establishment has done        
a terrific job of conflating ideas with the identification of individuals           
behind those ideas. Once that method is established, the         
propaganda becomes far easier to create and manage. Because         
of course false flags don’t exist since Alex Jones was ranting           
about them, right?  

Our tone of delivery is also important. Great ideas need to be            
championed, yes, but they don’t need to have the proselytizing          
door-to-door pitchiness of a Jehovah’s Witness, nor the        
overbearing smugness of the family know-it-all that we normally         
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do our best to tune out. This is only effective when preaching to a              
choir; if we are truly committed to the wider adoption of our ideas,             
how we construct our arguments can be equally important to what           
we are saying. 

The clear, succinct presentation of a compelling case based on          
facts appears to be a lost art when social media beefs are much             
easier, and who yells the loudest often wins. We all can do better             
to make our case rationally, let the market decide its value, and            
lead by offering concrete examples of success.  

 

Localism Thrives – This is an idea which I’m sure all Counter            
Markets readers identify with. However, in practice it proves         
difficult to achieve when commerce has been globalized and the          
cheapest price is often just a click away.  

A conscious consumer is one who can recognize that purchasing          
from local independent producers and shops pays dividends that         
far surpass the exact ticket price of a given item. How many            
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people lament the fact that the mom-and-pop shops which used          
to be walking distance away are now replaced by a 20-minute           
drive to Walmart? This happened because of a change in          
purchase habits that became very near-term and short-sighted.  

However, there is some hope in the air. I came across this story             
around the holidays of a British Christmas advertisement for a          
family-run hardware store that went viral. For a mere £100, the ad            
perfectly told the family’s century-long story of entrepreneurship,        
as well as the importance of maintaining a strong local          
community. The fact that it resonated with so many viewers is           
definitely encouraging.  

Of course, much larger initiatives such as the Free State Project           
in New Hampshire are wonderful templates for what can be          
achieved at scale when people shun the State and its entire web            
of commerce. But I would also point to something we covered a            
couple of issues ago: community gardens. As we showed in that           
article, it’s not only a benefit economically, these projects also          
strengthen one’s physical and mental health. Here is the link          
again for the many projects in the U.S. and around the world that             
you can connect with today to get started. You’ll also read about            
the value of homesteading in Jeff Paul’s article this month which           
encapsulates the importance of extreme localism in affecting        
much wider change. 

Another great resource has been a contributor to this newsletter:          
Derrick Broze. His concept of Freedom Cells is a compelling one           
that puts into practice much of what was discussed by Samuel           
Konkin III as a foundation for counter-economics. Derrick details         
the scope that can be covered with these peer-to-peer networks: 
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In the beginning small groups can work together to         
accomplish goals such every group member having storable        
food, encrypted communication, a bug out plan, and        
ensuring participants have access to firearms and know how         
to use them safely and proficiently. All the while, cell          
members make themselves readily available to render       
mutual aid to their tribe, in whatever form that may come. 

Groups then begin to encourage the creation of other small          
groups while existing cells organize themselves into       
decentralized larger groups. Like the smaller groups, the        
larger groups, too, have the common aim of asserting the          
collective sovereignty of group members through peaceful       
resistance and the creation of alternative institutions. 

Through building and supporting alternatives such as local        
food networks, health services, mutual defense groups, and        
peer-to-peer economies and communication networks,     
Freedom Cells will be better able to disconnect and         
decouple themselves from state institutions they deem       
unworthy of their support. 

Once groups become large enough in numbers, it becomes         
quite possible for participants to opt-out en masse and         
entrust to themselves the securing of their liberty. 

Derrick gives 10 clear tips for building and organizing your own           
freedom cell in this video. 

1. Identify Potential Candidates  
2. Discuss Common Themes  
3. Identify Strengths and Weaknesses (Individual and Group)  
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4. Evaluate Desired Level of Freedom vs Security  
5. Set Short Term and Long Term Goals  
6. Non-Violent Communication Training, Meditation  
7. Accomplish Goals  
8. Ongoing Group Education, Communication  
9. Promote/Market Goals and Accomplishments  
10. Identify Strategies For Creating Income/Independence  

At this point, we should be well aware of the philosophy and            
ideology behind agorism and community organization, so let’s        
endeavor to support the builders of these projects so that we can            
see them flourish into 2020 and peacefully help to dismantle the           
State’s influence.  
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Free Speech Becomes Profitable – This might be the trend most           
likely to gain legitimate traction in 2020, especially during an          
election season.  

In just the past couple of months we have seen YouTube           
announce a change in their terms of service for “harassment”          
which is so vague that nearly anything can get someone shut           
down. Since YouTube is owned by Google, one can only imagine           
how this will be applied across the entire Web in various           
less-obvious ways. 

We also witnessed the “Christmas Crypto Purge” that saw the          
widespread takedown of cryptocurrency channels.  
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Although most channels have been restored now, the last part of           
Chris Dunn’s tweet above should be read as a rhetorical question           
– we know what they are doing; they are behaving in the typically             
ham-fisted manner of all controllers. What legitimate business        
abuses, then eliminates their customers? Their crackdowns and        
poor business decisions, however, only serve to strengthen        
opposition as people are forced to seek alternatives. It’s all good           
news, despite the terrible short-term consequences to the        
livelihoods of the individuals who have been working so hard to           
increase their income while bringing more freedom to more         
people.  

This latest “mistake” by YouTube has brought added attention to          
an ongoing problem that most are still not ready to face. I can’t             
even count the number of times I have seen a YouTuber complain            
about demonetization, copyright strikes or random takedowns,       
only to see the comment section filled with exclamations like “We           
need an alternative to YouTube!!!” Even in alternative media there          
has been shock; same in the crypto space, strangely enough. The           
alternative platforms have been built, as I also highlighted in a           
previous issue. The problem has been migrating enough users         
over so that these sites can sufficiently profit and stick around. It            
takes a lot of money, a lot of skill and a lot of time to develop a                 
rival to these behemoths. 

So far, I am seeing the most growth with SoMee.social and           
Flote.app as Facebook and Twitter replacements. BitChute,       
DTube and Brighteon look best on the video side. LBRY is a great             
all-around blockchain content platform that alternative media       
outlet The Anti-Media has adopted and Vin Armani also has been           
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using. Please get signed up and start engaging with these          
communities – these platforms are typically filled with positive,         
solutions-oriented people who are tired of being demonetized and         
silenced. Sure, most of these are in a Beta stage, but with our             
suggestions and support they will become full-fledged competitors        
to the companies we all despise.  

You can also see Bitcoin.com’s recent article about some other          
alternatives to Big Tech here. 

I will leave this section with another bit of positive news – a recent              
poll shows that 92% of Americans feel that their freedom is being            
threatened, and number one on the list is free speech. There is            
opportunity here to be seized. 

 

Cryptocurrency Projects Take Headlines Over Price – This is         
an area that I feel Vin Armani has been further ahead of the curve              
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than most in the space. His popular meme “number go up” is a             
great representation of his criticism for those who are focused          
purely on the speculative aspect to crypto. The space is far more            
dynamic than that, with new products being released constantly         
that often get overshadowed by the perceived notion of value that           
gets attached to crypto pricing.  

In other words, some are still convinced that if BTC plunges to            
$3K in the next week, that it’s indicative of the entire experiment            
being close to extinction. The only extinction is the “wealth” of           
those who thought that Bitcoin Houses and Lambos were the          
endgame. Many have unfortunately learned the hard way –         
number go down, property go away – as I’m seeing here in my             
part of Central America with a rash of foreclosures in the wake of             
the most recent crypto winter. This type of thinking is both           
delusional and dangerous for the future direction of        
cryptocurrency and blockchain tech, and it represents everything        
we criticize about the bubble culture of Wall Street and          
establishment finance. 

Of course, we like to provide our readers with an important           
monthly update about the price of Bitcoin so that you can make            
an informed decision about investing in the space, as well as see            
how clearly news (real and fake) can affect it. It is the hyperfocus             
on this aspect, especially as a general sign of crypto health that            
should be rejected. Let’s instead look at the projects that are           
building solutions to core issues which plague human freedom.  

Our own projects have nothing to do with the price of a given             
cryptocurrency. The aim of our project CoinText, for example, is          
peer-to-peer transfer without the need for internet, a function that          
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is inherently valuable. Our new secret project is even more          
ambitious and will be a game-changer without hinging any hopes          
on price to make a profit. Real-world utility is where the profit            
naturally resides. 

 

Please listen to Vin Armani’s terrific interview with Hotep Jesus (of           
“shut up and code” fame) for a better understanding of why we            
need a dramatic shift in the mentality surrounding what         
cryptocurrency really is, because it is NOT money. 

 

Non-compliance and Nullification – It’s likely that each person         
reading this newsletter has their own line(s) in the sand. Given           
how outrageous the oppression has become in nearly every facet          
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of modern society, there is no shortage of areas for resistance. I            
won’t enumerate them all, but having the courage to do          
everything in one’s power to circumnavigate regulations and        
restrictions on personal freedom is only going to become more          
important as each violation is endured rather than opposed. 

Power never stops encroaching. It’s worth getting in touch with          
your own boundaries if you haven’t done so already. Is it taxes? Is             
it filling out KYC information that helps database your every          
financial transaction? Is it mandatory vaccination? Gun control? Is         
it being told that it’s illegal to feed homeless people? How           
seriously do we take the concept of freedom and the sometimes           
necessary revolution (personal or otherwise) to maintain it? 
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Here are just a few inspiring recent examples of personal          
non-compliance that we can use to impose our own demands for           
freedom throughout 2020 and beyond.  

Poloniex Restores Unverified Accounts With Unlimited Trading –        
The exchange announced that they will lift onerous identity         
requirements, and will even upgrade previously limited account        
holders and offer additional perks. Customers can now trade with          
only an e-mail and a password. And, imagine, they directly          
responded to their customers rather than kowtowing to the         
demands from governments – and they apologized for the failure! 

We’ve heard your feedback time and time again about         
wanting to use Poloniex without giving up your identity.         
We’ve wanted to make this a reality for a while now and are             
sorry it has taken us longer than we’d like.  

Perhaps Poloniex understands that they eventually won’t have        
any customers left if they don’t hold fast to the principles which            
attracted people in the first place. In the meantime, let the control            
freaks do a bit more work and exert additional effort trying to shut             
them down. 

Since Feeding the Homeless Is Illegal, Activists Carry AR-15s to          
Give Out Food and Supplies – Since charity is shunned in a            
police state unless first obtaining permits to show compassion, a          
group of highly armed open-carry Samaritans named “Don’t        
Comply” ignored Texas Ordinance 29595 and helped feed and         
clothe those in need. As in the manner of all bullies, standing up             
to them instead of cowering can do wonders. State enforcers          
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apparently decided it was best not to show up and attempt to            
intimidate this particular group. 

 

Churches Are Breaking the Law on Purpose to Shelter the          
Homeless in Dallas This Winter – Regardless of religious belief,          
one of the built-in benefits of churches is a ready-made          
community of like-minded individuals. Couple that with faith in         
something greater than man-made institutions and it can be an          
immovable object.  

Chapter 51A of the Dallas Development Code bans 
overnight shelters within 1,000 feet of a church, school, park, 
or other entity, preventing places of worship and virtually 
anyone else from offering aid. 
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Of course, it’s only a ban if people comply. Oak Lawn United 
Methodist Church in Dallas knows that two homeless people died 
not far from their church during a recent cold spell. Choosing to 
close their doors and perhaps be culpable in more deaths was not 
an option. Their doors will remain open until the time 
stormtroopers decide to forcefully close them. 

There is also a lot of good news to be found on the formal              
nullification front based upon the Constitution’s 10th Amendment        
– from states resisting gold and silver taxation, to Second          
Amendment sanctuaries, to the expansion of CBD sales despite         
federal prohibition, restrictions on federal oil and gas drilling,         
resistance to federal programs to militarize police, and so much          
more.  

As constitutional attorney John Whitehead states:  

If there is any means left to us for thwarting the government            
in its relentless march towards outright dictatorship, it may         
rest with the power of juries and local governments to          
invalidate governmental laws, tactics and policies that are        
illegitimate, egregious or blatantly unconstitutional. 

Jury nullification has been successfully used to inject ethics and          
common sense into cases where the code of law has proved to            
be insufficient. For those who are interested in the many          
nullification strategies for preserving freedom and sovereignty       
from within the system, there is no better resource than the Tenth            
Amendment Center for the latest in nullification news. 

Tell us what trends you would like to see in 2020; you can easily              
reach us in our Mastermind Group. 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Do You Know Your Real Customer? 

 

By Vin Armani  

Entrepreneurship is the art and science of solving problems for          
others. If your solution is valuable, customers will pay you for that            
solution. Until you publicize your solution, bringing a product or          
service to market, you cannot know for sure if your solution is            
valuable to others. Even once you have brought your solution to           
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market, the subjective nature of value virtually guarantees that         
you will have to make alterations to your solution or your chosen            
marketplace in pursuit of customers. In this article, I will spend           
some time exploring the entrepreneur’s never-ending quest to        
truly know his customer. 

I call my rule-of-thumb for judging new business ideas “The Duh           
Factor.” If I hear a new business idea and my response is, “Well             
duh, is nobody doing this already?” then I can be relatively sure            
that the idea has legs. Although I have used The Duh Factor as a              
metric for decades, it wasn’t until last year that I ran across a             
simple, solid articulation of the mechanism at play. Michael         
Seibel, the CEO of Y Combinator, led an initiative to heavily ramp            
up content production on the tech accelerator’s YouTube channel.         
Seibel is not only a successful investor, but is himself a Y            
Combinator graduate who has founded billion-dollar companies,       
including Twitch. Key in his message, and repeated throughout         
the content, is the notion of “product/market fit.” Y         
Combinator-backed startups, which have included successes like       
Airbnb, Reddit, and Coinbase, are constantly encouraged to        
search for and find product/market fit. This model is a search for a             
confluence and requires crafting of product and proper positioning         
in the “correct” marketplace. A company with great        
product/market fit has The Duh Factor. 

Developing product is the first stage of a startup. It begins at the             
initial spark of an idea. When Seibel hears new ideas for           
businesses he says that he looks at the nature of the problem            
being solved. He says that the most profitable solutions are those           
which solve problems that are common, frequent, and severe. A          
common problem is one that is experienced by many different          
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people. A frequent problem is a problem that is experienced often           
by a given individual. A severe problem is one that, when           
experienced, creates a great deal of stress for the person          
experiencing it.  

The most common, frequent and severe problems are those that          
happen to everyone, all the time, and create a lot of stress.            
Companies which tackle such key problems have a virtually         
instant product/market fit. The most recent obvious example of         
such a solution is Uber. My own introduction to Uber, around           
2012, is canonical.  

I was having drinks at a hotel bar on Sunset Strip on Friday night,              
when one of the other bar patrons invited me to join his group at a               
nightclub in another part of Hollywood. Anyone who knows about          
Hollywood nightlife knows that such an excursion is common         
(Hollywood is packed on weekend nights), frequent (Friday nights         
happen every week), and severe (parking in Hollywood is difficult          
to find and expensive when you do). I had been drinking and had             
no desire to drive, nor did I want to ride in a car with a drunk                
stranger. Hailing a taxi on The Sunset Strip is literally impossible,           
and getting a cab to arrive in a reasonable time even upon calling             
the company is hit or miss. This guy, who is still a friend to this               
day, whipped out his phone and an Uber picked us up within 5             
minutes. By the time we had arrived at the nightclub, I had            
already downloaded the app and added my credit card to my           
account. I’ve been using Uber ever since. This was a common           
experience among Uber users and the company has grown to be           
a global phenomenon with barely any capital spent on marketing. 
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The story of Seibel’s own company, Twitch, is a prime example of            
crafting an existing product to find product/market fit. Seibel         
founded Twitch after a successful exit with another streaming         
media company, Justin TV. In the early days, Twitch was getting           
some traction, but it wasn’t really impressing anyone. The         
founders had initially built their product to cater to primarily live           
streamers who were using cameras and microphones to capture         
their content. This was a reasonable move. That had been the           
primary use case for Justin TV. However, when they looked at the            
greatest growth among users, they noticed an unexpected group         
had embraced the platform, gamers. At the time they made this           
discovery, live streaming video game play was just not a thing.           
The Twitch founders saw a that they had the seed of           
product/market fit, altered their product to specifically support and         
encourage live streaming of video game play (and audience         
participation), and in 2014, Amazon acquired Twitch for $970         
million, in cash. Twitch’s alteration of their product allowed them          
to fully capitalize on a customer segment that had already bought           
into their offering. 

Cîroc Vodka is a quintessential example of market placement         
being the key to finding product/market fit. Cîroc was introduced          
by Diageo in 2003. Diageo had approached master-distiller        
Jean-Sebastien Robicquet, whose family has been winemakers       
for four centuries and who was working at Hennesy making          
cognac, to create a grape-based, ultra-premium vodka. Cîroc’s        
pedigree and quality has been unquestionable from the        
beginning, but, by 2007, the brand was struggling to sell 40,000           
cases a year worldwide. It was at that time that Sean “Diddy”            
Combs agreed to become brand ambassador for the vodka, in an           
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unprecedented deal that gave Combs a 50% profit split on all           
cases sold. Diddy used many of the same marketing tactics that           
had delivered success with his Sean John apparel brand and          
successfully positioned Cîroc as the vodka of the cool, urban,          
hip-hop community. By 2014, if you were in a predominantly Black           
nightlife venue, from Los Angeles to London, virtually every         
woman (and many of the men) would be drinking Cîroc. That           
year, Diageo sold 2.6 million cases of the formerly struggling          
spirit. Although flavors were introduced to the line over the years,           
the base Cîroc product didn’t change at all. Product/market fit was           
found almost exclusively through shrewd market positioning. 

Common to both Twitch and Cîroc is that their key change, often            
called a “pivot,” came after years of operation under the initial           
start-up assumptions about who their customer was. This is a          
common story. Good entrepreneurs expect that they won’t get         
product/market fit right away. Finding the fit is a process that can            
take multiple years for even seasoned, capable business people.         
It requires brutal honesty among founders and key stakeholders.         
The initial idea for the company and product offering is a starting            
point. A marriage to the initial idea and unwillingness to alter           
either product or market based on new information, is a recipe for            
failure. The most successful entrepreneurs have their “ears to the          
ground,” listening for the rumblings of new opportunity, ready to          
embrace a new reality. 

Amazon is arguably the greatest business success of the Internet          
Age. I remember when my mother, a school teacher, first got on            
the Internet. The only ecommerce activity she did in those early           
years was purchasing books on Amazon. At the time Amazon          
only sold books and no other products. It took Amazon 10 years            
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to turn a profit but, when they did, the rise was meteoric. Today,             
Amazon’s founder, Jeff Bezos, is the world’s richest man.         
Amazon’s success was due to an internal pivot of sorts. On the            
outside, Amazon looked like an electronic retailer, competing with         
(and eventually decimating) the established powerhouse book       
retail chains like Barnes & Noble. What Amazon has really done           
is revolutionized the fulfillment industry.  

Publishing was a perfect place to start. In the traditional model,           
publishers needed to engage with fulfillment companies to print         
and warehouse their titles before shipping the books to wholesale          
and retail sellers. Amazon built their own logistic and supply chain           
infrastructure along with a cutting edge customer portal. As the          
infrastructure scaled, it was no problem to add all kinds of new            
products and act as fulfillment for companies of all types.          
Realizing that the same infrastructure could not only be used to           
sell physical products, Amazon expanded to a huge digital         
content offering – from ebooks and audiobooks to streaming         
video. With the expertise and infrastructure in place for their          
digital offering, Amazon further expanded by leasing their        
infrastructure to others and Amazon Web Services (AWS) was         
born. Now, Amazon’s infrastructure is such that customers can         
have virtually any good they can imagine delivered to them in 2            
days and a huge percentage of the Internet “lives” on AWS.           
Amazon has been a company that has consistently leveraged         
their existing resources to expand their product offering and         
market reach. 

Many subscribers to this newsletter are skilled independent        
contractors or engaged in supplemental side hustles. Even in the          
case of tradesmen, the product/market fit paradigm is invaluable.         
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I’ve had some of my greatest breakthroughs as a software          
developer when I’ve taken stock of the “blocking problems” that I           
solved for myself. Often, in the course of a project, some           
intermediate, unforseen roadblock or pain point will arise. Often I          
have found a novel solution to the problem and simply moved on            
to complete the job. These are crucial moments that I have           
learned to pay attention to. If I am having this blocking issue,            
there is an excellent chance that others will have it as well. That             
means I have a solution. If I have a solution, I have a business,              
and I have an intimate understanding of both the product and the            
market. After all, the first customer is me. Necessity is the mother            
of invention, and great inventions lead to profit. When you have           
the rare opportunity to know your customer as well as you know            
yourself, take that blessing and run with it. It’s the path of least             
resistance. 

If you are reading this article, you’re already someone who thinks           
about the world differently from most of your peers. You see           
problems that others don’t even realize exist. You understand that          
life could be better, that the world could be more peaceful and            
prosperous. As we come into a new decade we have the           
opportunity to tackle many old problems with new tools. Many of           
those tools are so far outside of the established norms that they            
don’t fit neatly into the regulatory framework of the State. Let’s           
dedicate ourselves to exploring those dimly lit spaces in our          
economy, in search of solutions. Then let’s bring those solutions          
to market and improve the lives of others. 
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SELF SUFFICIENCY 

Homesteading for Food Freedom and Independence 

 
 

By Jeff Paul 
 
Few people set goals or even know which direction they’re          
heading. It’s one of the reasons so many people lack purpose           
these days. As you set goals for 2020, be sure to identify your             
ultimate destination and “why” it’s important to reach it.  
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“If one does not know to which port one is sailing, no wind is              
favorable.” - Lucius Annaeus Seneca. 

“He who has a why to live for can bear almost any how.” -              
Friedrich Nietzche. 

Self-sufficiency is my ultimate destination. My “why” is to protect          
and provide for my family and, as an agorist, help free myself and             
others from the State. Agorism is any human action outside the           
purview of the State. Agorists strive to achieve as much          
independence as possible to reduce their contribution to        
government. In my view, anything we can do to become more           
self-sufficient reduces support for violent coercion. 

Many of us dream of living in an off-grid house where we produce             
most of our needs. We’re lucky to live in a time where that lifestyle              
is not only possible but is considered to be the simple life.            
Homesteading has grown in popularity because modern tools        
have made self-sufficiency a practical goal. Modern       
homesteaders can provide much of their own food, water, energy,          
income, and security far easier than pioneers on Little House on           
The Prairie. 

Homesteading can not only sustain us, it can also produce          
abundance. But as with anything, there are costs and benefits to           
homesteading. I think the trade-offs are worth it for healthier food,           
energy and water independence, personal security and a        
self-reliant income. Our homesteading journey depends on       
several variables like budget, access to land, tools, knowledge,         
and time. I wish I could fly first class to self-sufficiency, but I’m             
taking it one step at a time. 
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I look to model successful homesteaders for inspiration and         
mentorship. It helps me define my ideal destination so I know           
where to point my compass. Ironically, one of the homesteaders          
that I most admire is a politician. A lot can be learned from his              
example. The models he uses to achieve self-sufficiency are         
cutting edge and meant to last for hundreds of years. 

The Shire 

Rep. Thomas Massie is not the typical congressman. Massie built          
an idyllic off-grid homestead from scratch. He dreamt of         
self-sufficiency when designing solar cars and winning       
engineering awards at MIT. Growing tired of city life, he and his            
wife sold their Virtual Reality tech company and moved away from           
the buzz of Boston to raise their kids on a family farm in Kentucky.              
Beginning with raw land and a strong desire for independence,          
Massie set about creating what he calls “The Shire.” 

As a Congressman, Massie follows in Ron Paul’s “Dr. No”          
footsteps. He’s usually the only no-vote in Congress on         
everything from sanctions to budgets. He supports bills aimed at          
protecting and enhancing liberty, notably for local food freedom         
and hemp and cannabis decriminalization. Massie is also the lone          
co-sponsor for a bill that may be the single most important           
legislation for freedom – H.R.77 - Free Competition in Currency          
Act of 2013 which: 

Repeals the federal law establishing U.S. coins, currency,        
and reserve notes as legal tender for all debts, public          
charges, taxes, and dues. 
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Prohibits any tax on any coin, medal, token, or gold, silver,           
platinum, palladium, or rhodium bullion issued by a state, the          
United States, a foreign government, or any other person.         
Prohibits states from assessing any tax or fee on any          
currency or other monetary instrument that is used in         
interstate or foreign commerce and that has legal tender         
status under the Constitution. 

This one-page law would peacefully “End The Fed” by breaking          
the Federal Reserve’s monopoly over money and open them up          
to competition. The ramifications of this law require a full article to            
explain, but it’s obvious why it has ZERO traction in Congress. 

Massie is hardcore. He even joked about the “Boogaloo” – urban           
slang for civil war against government – in a recent Tweet: 
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Massie’s storybook homestead features a hilltop timber-frame       
fortress built with lumber and stone harvested from his property.          
Power is supplied entirely by solar panels charging hacked Tesla          
batteries. Heat is provided by a highly efficient wood gasifying          
boiler. Water is gravity fed from a reserve, and rainwater is           
collected from roofs, landworks and ponds. Orchards, gardens,        
ducks, chickens and cattle occupy the rolling pastures, providing         
healthy food and income. It pains him to leave “The Shire” to go             
fight “Mordor” in Washington DC.  
 

 
Massie’s home in Northern Kentucky 

 
Although Massie began his homesteading journey with plenty of         
money, it mostly bought him time to do nearly all of the work             
himself. Massie studied and took a 1-week course on timber          
frame construction. 
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He spent a year dragging trees out of his forest before shaping            
them himself with an onsite sawmill. He collected heavy stones          
from his land and hand chiseled them into bricks for his castle. 
  

 
Massie’s timber frame construction  

 

 
Entire home is held together by joints and pegs 
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Food 

Massie has a huge fruit orchard, vegetable gardens, an         
underground greenhouse for starting plants and winter growing;        
and along with raising pastured chickens, ducks and cattle,         
Massie hunts and forages for mushrooms.  
 

 
Massie walks through his front-yard orchard 

Cattle also provide a source of sustainable income for the          
homestead. No matter how self-sufficient we become, we will         
always need an income. Taxes must be paid and toilet paper is            
hard to grow. And let’s be real, we all love to indulge in products              
and services that improve our lives. Those things cost money. A           
freelance income is crucial to self-sufficiency. Incidentally, modern        
homesteaders now have countless ways to make income.  
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“My mission in life on this farm is to come up with a sustainable              
money producing model,” explains Massie. “That’s why I have         
cattle on this farm. I don’t need 50,000 pounds of beef. That part             
of it is not a hobby farm. That part of it is figuring out a business                
model that the next generation could use.” 

Massie raises premium grass-fed Wagyu beef with rotational        
grazing learned from Joel Salatin. 
 

 
More than 50 head of Wagyu cattle for food and income 

“Making food for other people and watching them eat it and it            
provide nourishment to their bodies, that’s honest. That’s not         
fake,” Massie proclaims. “And you know something got done and          
somebody appreciates you for it. Those are concepts that are          
somewhat foreign in Washington DC.” 
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Energy 

“The electric wire that connects you to the electrical grid is like an             
umbilical, like in the Matrix,” Massie says. “Government has a lot           
of control over your life through that one little wire.” 
 

 
13-kilowatt solar array powers the Massie homestead 

“If you refuse to comply with one of their regulations, the first thing             
they do is cut that wire,” he explains. “And typically the first thing             
you would then do is cry uncle, because try going without           
electricity for a day or two once you’ve gotten used to it.” 

Massie’s house runs entirely off solar panels. The system charges          
Tesla batteries that Massie salvaged from a crashed car and          
hacked to make compatible for off-grid use. Massie thoroughly         
documents his DIY Powerwall quest on his personal YouTube         
channel “oldmilwaukee100.” 
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Salvaged batteries for Massie’s DIY off-grid Tesla Powerwall 

 
He also drives a Tesla and his kids built an electric go-kart, all             
powered by the sun.  
 

 
Massie’s DIY Tesla Powerwall 
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“In the zombie apocalypse when the zombies take over the          
refineries and they’re shut down, we’ll be able, not only to drive a             
car off of the solar power from the house, but we’ll be able to also               
have a go-kart,” Massie quips.  

Heat 

The heat and hot water for Massie’s home is provided by a wood             
gasifying boiler that is so efficient it only takes 4 dead trees to             
heat his home for the entire winter. The boiler burns away all            
carbon at 1500 degrees in a ceramic chamber leaving only steam           
as exhaust.  
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A wood gasifying boiler isn’t the only unique feature that burns           
wood as fuel. The Massies have a wood-burning cook stove          
which also runs on methane harvested from farm animals.         
Additionally, Massie built a wood-fired brick oven into the fireplace          
hearth in the center of the home for pizzas and other baking. 
 

 
Preparing brick oven for pizza night 

If that wasn’t impressive enough, the hot water throughout the          
house is provided by the wood gasifying boiler in the winter           
combined with a geothermal heat pump and water furnace that          
provides free hot water in the summer. 

Massie writes,  

Most Geothermal heat pumps available today have the        
option of providing free hot water in the summer time.          
Although it sounds too good to be true, it really does work.            
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Here's how: A geothermal heat pump cools your house in          
the summer by removing "heat" from the inside air and          
transferring that heat to the ground outside. Instead of         
transferring all of this excess heat to the ground, the heat           
pump can transfer some of this waste heat (about 10%) to           
your hot water heater. The only extra energy required to get           
this free heat is the electricity required to run a small pump            
(50 watts) to circulate water from your heat pump to the hot            
water tank. In this picture of one of our heat pumps, you can             
see four insulated lines - two large ones are for the           
underground loop and two small ones are for the hot water           
tank. 

 

 
Geothermal heat pump and water furnace 
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Water 

To ensure that water never runs out on the homestead, Massie           
has an independent well and a backup rainfed pond holding a           
half-a-million gallons of water at 200-feet elevation above the         
house with a two-inch pipe yielding 88 PSI of water pressure. As            
a result, no electricity is required to pump water flowing from the            
alternative source. 
 

 
Reserve holding pond elevated 200 ft above home 

Massie also directs rainwater from his roof to irrigate his terraced           
garden. The setup works with nature and gravity to reduce the           
need for energy and labor to supply drinking water and water           
gardens. 
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Conclusion 

The systems Massie established for food, energy, heat, water,         
and income will sustain his family for generations.  

I’m a long way from the level of self-sufficiency Massie has           
achieved, so his example is something to aspire to. Although he           
began his homestead project with four significant advantages:        
land, money, time, and engineering skills, we don’t need to build a            
home from scratch or go to the same extremes as Massie. We            
just need to put one foot in front of the other on the path towards               
independence. 
 
Sources:  
Off the Grid with Thomas Massie 
MassieHouse.Blogspot.com 
OldMilwaukee100 YouTube Channel 
Thomas Massie on Twitter 
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 

Bitcoin prices held relatively steady for the last month of 2019. We            
started off around the $7500 level, and drifted down to a low of             
about $6500 by mid December. After that, the price promptly shot           
back up to about $7600 and then proceeded to bounce around           
between $7000 and $7500, where it remains today.  

The price action looks stabilizing, as the dip to $6500 was met            
with a surge in volume. Later in the month another dip to just             
below $7K was met with a similar surge. Since late November,           
Bitcoin appears to be putting in a solid support level around           
$7250, meaning prices will bounce between $7000 and $7500.         
The few dips beneath $7000 have been very brief, and reversed           
course immediately to the $7500 level, showing that investors and          
traders are ready to jump in at the first sign of a bargain. 
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In the news we have very positive developments from Germany,          
the world’s 4th largest economy. The country rewrote its banking          
laws so that beginning Jan 1 2020, German banks will be legally            
allowed to build crypto products, offer crypto trading, and offer          
crypto custody to their clients. Germany, being the economic         
powerhouse of the European Union, has close to $3.1 trillion in           
assets across its banking and investing sectors. The country has          
opened the institutional finance doors to cryptocurrency, and we         
expect other countries in the EU to follow Germany’s lead.  

In the USA things are falling in place steadily as well. The SEC             
recently approved a new Bitcoin fund from Stone Ridge Asset          
Management. The fund aims to mimic the price of Bitcoin by           
investing in Bitcoin futures traded on the CBOE. This fund          
approval by the SEC is expected to be followed by additional           
approvals, as Wall Street is finally in position to collect their share            
in crypto transaction fees.  

Until recently, all crypto investing and trading has been outside of           
the mainstream banks. Companies like Coinbase, Poloniex,       
Bittrex, and more, have gone from small startups to multi-billion          
dollar crypto-empires on fees alone. Wall Street has missed the          
boat entirely on this, and now has its chance as products targeted            
to everyday mom and pop investors are becoming available.  

In addition to the new financial products being developed, we also           
have the bitcoin halving event in May 2020. The previous halving           
events have led to massive increases in price, and while there are            
no guarantees that history repeats itself, all the pieces are in           
place for a full-blown crypto rally in 2020. Increasing demand from           
institutional finance, combined with a decreased supply of mining         
rewards could send prices much higher.  
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For those of you who don’t own any Bitcoin, we suggest using            
Coinbase to take your first position. Be careful with your position           
sizing; don’t invest more than you’re comfortable losing. Also         
expect major volatility, with possible price swings of 50% or more           
in a matter of days.  

 

Silver Update 

 

Silver prices had a nice bump last month, moving up from a low of              
$16.60 in early December, all the way up to just above $18 where             
we sit today. It may not seem like much, but a $1.40 move in the               
silver market in a month is pretty huge; it’s close to a 10% jump              
for the month. Gold moved up as well by about $90 per ounce,             
adding roughly 6% to its price.  

Just one month ago investors and traders couldn’t be less          
interested in gold and silver. Today the market headlines are all           
about gold and silver making new highs, flights to safety, and           
geo-political turmoil with the recent bombing of key Iranian military          
personnel. It doesn't take much to light the fuse for a rally in the              
precious metals market; it’s the default place for money managers          
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to send their capital whenever there’s increased risk on the          
horizon. 

Looking at the bigger picture here, nothing has changed at all. US            
equities are still historically expensive, and interest rates are         
being kept artificially low in order to keep the economy juiced on            
low-cost dollars. Geo-political tensions are always on the horizon         
– if it’s not Iran it’s the Chinese trade war, or North Korea, or              
impeachment, or socialists coming to take over the USA at the           
next election. The news cycle will hype up whatever the story of            
the week is, and then it will move on to the next one.  

While any of these could be a short-term catalyst for price           
movements, none of them are the underlying reason you should          
consider allocating a portion of your assets to gold and silver.           
Precious metals should be looked at as a store of wealth outside            
the US dollar, outside of conventional investments, and as an          
insurance policy against financial catastrophe. Should the student        
loan debt bubble pop, or should a worldwide recession hit, or           
should mortgage-backed security crisis 2.0 hit the USA, gold and          
silver will be your store of value that’s unaffected by the turmoil,            
and it will likely deliver some nice capital gains as well.  

The price action in gold, gold miners, and leveraged gold ETFs           
rose dramatically last month, which tells us that investors and          
speculators all took note of the rise in December. With prices           
pushing up against 2-3 month highs, we can easily see a           
breakout to the upside in the next few weeks. However, it’s           
important to remember these are slow-moving markets. The last         
time we saw silver jump 10-15% in a month, it stalled and            
digested that move for a couple of months before it went           
anywhere again. Prices are on the move again now, but keep in            
mind this isn’t a short-term trading opportunity. Accumulating        
silver when it’s cheap could just be a habit, with no attention paid             
to the daily or weekly price movements.  
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The gold-to-silver ratio sits at 88 today, so we’re still on the            
extreme end of silver being cheap relative to gold. For those of            
you who have been waiting to take a position in silver, this is still a               
great opportunity, as prices are on the move upward. You can find            
great prices from a trusted supplier at Money Metals Exchange.           
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SNEAK PEEK at next issue (February 2020) 

TRENDS & FORECASTING 

Consumer Electronics Show 2020: The Good, The Bad and The 
Disturbing 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

The Narrative of Bitcoin 

WEALTH 

Invest in Your Future By Working For Free 

BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

Not a member? 

Click HERE to Join Counter Markets! 
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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